
 

THE POKIES PLAY YOU 

NSW Coalition capitulates to gambling industry yet again 

Sunday, 14 October, 2018 

Comments from Alliance for Gambling Reform director and spokesman Tim Costello on today’s report in The 

Sunday Telegraph that the NSW Coalition has signed a new MOU with Clubs NSW: 

“Gladys Berejiklian has capitulated again to the gambling lobby by signing another Memorandum of 

Understanding with Clubs NSW which will prevent long-overdue pokies reform in NSW through until 2023.” 

“No other industry gets a special deal like this and when you consider NSW is the most gambling-captured 

jurisdiction in the world, the NSW Coalition should hang their heads in shame.” 

“Since the last MOU with Clubs NSW was signed in October 2014, about $24 billion has been lost on NSW poker 

machines because the pokies industry has negotiated the weakest pokies regulations in the world.” 

“Today’s report is particularly disgraceful coming on the last day Responsible Gambling Awareness Week in 

NSW and after the notorious Opera House saga which demonstrated to the world how the ruthless gambling 

industry has captured politicians in NSW.” 

“It is noteworthy that gambling industry lobbyist Stephen Conroy was a speaker at the Clubs NSW conference 

yesterday and long-time gambling industry spruiker Alan Jones was the guest speaker this morning.” (see p7 of 

program) 

“I will have more to say once the agreement has actually been released but so far it has just been selectively 

leaked  to The Telegraph, a newspaper which was heavily involved in the campaign to pressure the Opera 

House into the Everest gambling promoting.” 

“Gladys Berejiklian needs to explain why she has capitulated to the gambling industry twice in once week, 

rather than taking a public health approach to gambling harm and committing to real reforms to cut the $7 

billion a year lost on the state’s 92,000 pokies, which equates to more than $1000 a year for every NSW 

resident.” 

“Enabling third parties to exclude venues is inadequate to the task of reducing the damage done by the 

gambling industry. Poker machine operators are the first to know when someone is gambling harmfully, they 

should be required to intervene first”  

“Marginally reducing the maximum amount of cash that can be loaded into a NSW poker machine from $7500 

to $5000, is tokenistic. It’s still the highest in Australia.” 

# See background in the latest Alliance newsletter, which includes links to the previous MOUs in 2010 and 

2014. 

Media contact:  Stephen Mayne: stephen@agr.org.au 0412 106 241 

Alliance CEO Tony Mohr is available for interviews in Sydney today: tony@agr.org.au or 0402 336 416 

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/families-to-ban-problem-gamblers/news-story/7e94bc45ecb92e1e576851bf9a8b976f
https://www.clubsnswconference.com/uploads/5/3/5/0/53509077/2018_conferenceprogram.pdf
http://www.pokiesplayyou.org.au/gamblingnews_11102018?utm_campaign=newsletter11102018&utm_medium=email&utm_source=gx#h_333200597151539218808712
https://www.clubsnsw.com.au/resources/policy/memorandum-of-understanding
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